
Gravad Lax 
 

This Scandinavian pickled salmon is best when made using the whole fish but 

it can also be made using salmon fillet. If using fillet try to ensure it comes 

from a large fish – the larger the fish the oilier and better flavoured it will be. 

This recipe also works well with frozen salmon. 

 

This particular recipe is for a 2.25kg salmon and so would serve about 15-20 

people. 

 

Ingredients 

1 salmon, filleted into 2 sides and pin-boned but not skinned 

olive oil 

3 tbsp granulated sugar 

1½ tbsp coarse sea salt 

crushed white peppercorns 

1 tbsp brandy 

1 tbsp fresh dill, chopped 

 

Method 

1. Rub olive oil all over both sides of the salmon, placing one of them skin 

side down on a board. 

2. Mix together the sugar and salt and spread this mixture in a layer on 

the flesh side of the fillet. Sprinkle over the brandy to moisten, cover 

the sugar and salt mixture completely with dill and sprinkle generously 

with the crushed peppercorns. 

3. Place the second side of salmon on top so that the skin is facing 

upwards and the mixture is between both flesh sides like a salmon 

sandwich. 

4. Very tightly wrap the whole thing in 2 or 3 layers of kitchen foil and 

place in a tray or dish with a good lip. Put another tray on top and 

weight it down with something heavy like a couple of tins. Leave for 4 

hours at room temperature. 



5. Unwrap the salmon carefully so as not to loose any of the juice, turn 

the whole salmon over and rewrap. Weight down as before, leave for 4 

hours at room temperature then refrigerate. The gravad lax will be 

ready once it has been marinating for at least 12 hours. 

6. Slice the salmon thinly and serve with the marinating juices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


